For a single product, single-stage capacitated production-inventory model with stochastic, periodic (cyclic) demand, we nd the optimal policy and characterize some of its properties. We study the nite-horizon, the discounted in nite-horizon and the in nitehorizon average cases. A simulation based optimization method is provided to compute the optimal parameters. Based on a numerical study, several insights into the model are also provided.
Introduction
We consider the following basic single-stage, single-item, discrete-time production -inventory model. Stochastic demands occur in each period. The demands follow a periodic pattern with a period K. There is a maximum production capacity (C) in any period.
Demands not satis ed in a period are backlogged to the next. There is holding cost (h) per unit of inventory per period and a cost of penalty (p) per unit of backlog per period. We want to nd policies that minimize the nite-horizon costs, the in nite-horizon discounted cost and the in nite-horizon average cost (respectively) of operating this stage.
Without the capacity restrictions, non-stationary demand models have been studied in detail; see Karlin (1960ab) , Morton (1978) , Zipkin (1989) and Morton and Pentico (1995) . A continuous time version is considered in Song and Zipkin (1993) . With capacity restrictions, the stationary model (K = 1) has been studied in Federgruen and Zipkin (1986ab) , Tayur (1992) and Ciarallo, Akella and Morton (1994) . A multi-stage version of the capacitated stationary model has been studied in Tayur (1994, 1995ab) .
For all the three cases -nite-horizon cost, discounted in nite-horizon cost and in nitehorizon average cost -we show that an order up-to (or base-stock, critical-number) policy is optimal. This extends the results of and Zipkin (1989) for uncapacitated, nonstationary model and Federgruen and Zipkin (1986ab) for capacitated, stationary model.
Our proof for the nite-horizon case follows standard steps. Our proof of optimality for the in nite-horizon discounted case is simpler than that provided in Federgruen and Zipkin (1986b) because we are able to use more recent results from Bertsekas (1988) . To provide the optimality proof in the average cost case, we use the framework of Federgruen, Schweitzer and Tijms (1983) , but our approach is di erent from that used by Federgruen and Zipkin (1986a) for the stationary case.
We show several properties of the optimal policy including the following: (1) capacity smooths the base-stock levels in a manner that is di erent from that due to holding costs; (2) the limit of nite horizon order up-to levels are bounded; (3) the optimal levels are higher than the minimum of the K myopic levels; (4) in an in nite-horizon average cost case, the optimal levels are lower than the maximum of the K stationary optimal levels and higher than the minimum of the K stationary optimal levels; (5) if demands are stochastically larger or the capacity is lower, the base-stock levels are higher; and (6) for K = 2, as the penalty cost is increased, the di erence between the maximum and minimum levels is bounded by C under fairly general assumptions on demand distributions.
Exact computation of optimal levels by analytical formulas appears di cult. We provide a simulation based method using in nitesimal perturbation analysis (IPA) to nd these levels. To validate this approach and prove the optimality result for average cost case, we derive several technical properties of base-stock policies -convexity, regeneration, coupling and stability. A numerical study indicates that our IPA method is robust and nds solutions within a few minutes on a workstation. We also study several issues numerically that provide insight into the behavior of optimal solutions. Examples of issues studied include the following: (1) what is the increase in cost if all periods are forced to have the same base stock level? (2) what are the bene ts of changing capacities in each period based on the demand type? (3) how many periods are a ected by smoothing of the levels? (4) how are the above results a ected by high penalty cost or high utilizations? (5) what is the relationship between service level and costs? Several of the qualitative and technical properties in our capacity setting di er from the uncapacitated non-stationary model. The paper is organized as follows. We provide the structure and properties of the optimal policies in section 2. In section 3, we discuss a simulation based procedure to compute the optimal policy parameters and discuss some insights obtained via numerical study. Section 4 concludes this paper. The appendix contains a technical lemma that is used often in the main text. Proofs of several results have been skipped as they follow standard arguments, and are available in the fuller version (Kapuscinski and Tayur, 1995 ).
Structural Results
The following is the sequence of events at the beginning of a period: (1) some inventory or backlog exists; (2) a decision to increase the inventory is taken (limited by the production capacity); and (3) demand arrives. Holding or penalty costs are charged on the inventory after demand arrives. The notation is mostly standard , Federgruen and Zipkin (1986b) , Zipkin (1989) ). We have suppressed the time subscript in x; y and d below and these are assumed to be reals unless mentioned explicitly as integers. We will write them when necessary. We de ne x: inventory at the beginning of a period; y: inventory after ordering, but before demand arrives; d: demand (non-negative random variables); C: capacity constraint; c, h, p: unit purchase, holding, and penalty costs (h; p > 0; c 0 and we also assume that p > c). We assume that Ed i < 1 for all period types i = 1; : : :; K.
Finite Horizon
As is standard practice, we begin with the nite-horizon case, which is not only the simplest situation to consider but also sets the framework for the in nite horizon cases.
Let 0 < 1 be the discount factor. De ne (recursively) v n (x) = minimum total expected discounted cost with a time horizon of n periods. Note (in this subsection only) that we start in period n and count downward towards period 1, the end of the horizon. The demand in period n is one of the K period types (i = 1; : : :K). We may assume that period 1 has type 1 demand and period n = K + 1 has type 1 demand again and so on. is the feasible set. For x 2 R, Y (x) = x; x + C]; and for y 2 R, L n (y) = E dn (h(y ? d n ) + + p(y ? d n ) ? ): We can express v n using additional functions J n and I n as follows. v n (x) = ?cx + I n (x); x 2 R; n 1; I n (x) = minfJ n (y) : y 2 Y (x)g; x 2 R; J n (y) = cy + L n (y) + Ev n?1 (y ? d n ); y 2 R with v 0 (:) = J 0 (:) = I 0 (:) = 0.
Our rst lemma generalizes Theorem 2 of Federgruen and Zipkin (1986b) to the cyclic case. The proof is a direct adoption of theirs.
Lemma 1 The set of feasible pairs (x; y), A (as de ned above), is convex. For all n 2 N:
(a) The expected sum of holding and penalty costs, L n (y), is convex; (b) J n , v n , and I n are convex; (c) v n 0; and (d) For n 1: v n (x n ) ! 1 when jx n j ! 1, and if p > c then J n (y n ) ! 1 when jy n j ! 1.
There is a di erence between considering convexity in terms of inventory after demand (x) and in terms of inventory after production (y). For convexity of v n (x), it is crucial that the optimal policy be followed in the subsequent periods. As will be shown later, convexity in terms of`desired' values of inventory (y) holds for a wider class of cases.
Throughout the paper we will consider modi ed order up-to policies, a term coined by Federgruen and Zipkin (1986a) . Such a policy is described by a number z that may depend on the period: For any xed z, if the inventory x < z then we produce y?x = min(z ?x; C) and when x z, we do not produce, i.e. y ? x = 0. As we do not consider any other upto policies, we will call the modi ed order up-to policy simply order up-to policy. When referring to the parameter z of the policy, we will call the policy up-to z policy and denote it by z]. Using Lemma 1, we have:
Theorem 2 Let y n be the smallest value minimizing J n . The optimal policy in period n is order up-to y n . As lim jynj!1 J n (y n ) = 1, we have y n < 1.
As a rst property, we have the following.
Property 1 For any x 2 R, v nK+i (x) is increasing in n. Note that the convexity of functions J n , I n , v n implies continuity of these functions.
One-sided derivatives exist at all points; see Bazaraa and Shetty (1979) . Also, two-sided derivatives exist with the exception of a denumerable set of points. Points where two-sided derivatives do not exist are generated by mass points of demands. Although derivatives do not have to be continuous, they are monotonic and bounded on any compact set. Therefore, in this paper we will de ne them as right-hand-side limits. We will use 0 to denote these derivatives.
We de ne the myopic solution to period i, y i , as the one that satis es c + L 0 i ( y i ) = 0.
Property 2 provides a simple lower bound as in the uncapacitated case of Zipkin (1989 In each cycle of K periods, there are K order up-to levels, and one of them is the lowest (we term it as minimum level in a cycle) and one other is the highest (we term it as maximum level) among these. In the uncapacitated setting the levels do not change at all from one cycle to another. We notice that in our capacitated nite-horizon case, the ordering of y n 's does not have to be identical in di erent cycles. For instance, see Example 1 below for a system with K = 5: in cycle 1, period type 2 has the largest y , while in cycle 2, period type 3 has the largest y . Further, in the capacitated setting, we notice that even the minimum levels can be di erent in each cycle and the period type where this occurs can also be di erent. Example 1 also shows how the period with the minimum level (and the level itself) in a cycle can change across cycles. Also notice that although periods 4 and 5 have no demand, the optimal levels are positive. (We will discuss this in section 3 in more detail.) We notice that the sequence of minimum levels in a cycle is non-decreasing as we move away from period 0. Recall that period 1 with period type 1 is the end of the horizon. The order up-to levels are shown in Table 1 Strictly speaking, our next result is not a nite-horizon result. However, this appears to be the most appropriate point to state it. Part (c) of the technical lemma (Lemma A) presented in the appendix is used for the next result. We will use this property in proving Property 6 in section 2.2 and when analyzing the in nite horizon average cost case in section 2.3. Property 3 For a given 0 < 1, the sequence y n is bounded. That is, lim supfy n : n 2 Ng < 1. Proof. Let us consider < 1 rst. From (c) of Lemma A, the cost of the stationary policy produce up-to zero 0 (= 0]) is bounded, and the bound is independent of the length of the horizon. Now, let us assume that y n k (max) ! 1. Then the expected one-period cost ! 1. But 0 has a lower cost than the optimal policy, contradicting the optimality of y n k 's.
Let us now consider = 1. Assume that lim sup y n = 1. Therefore we can choose an increasing sequence n k 2 N such that y n k ! 1 and y n k > y n for all n < n k . We will show that, for su ciently large y n k , an alternative policy (de ned below) has a lower cost.
For a given k (and corresponding period n k with up-to level y n k > 0), let be the optimal policy for the n k periods being considered. Consider the following modi ed policy ( m ): For l(k) periods follow policy 0 = 0], and then follow the optimal policy ( ). Let
(integral number of cycles), where bac is equal to a rounded down to the nearest integer. Let m be a random variable de ned as the \catching-up" time, i.e., m = minfi 2 Njy n k ?l(k)?i ( ) = y n k ?l(k)?i ( m )g (or n k ? l(k) if such an i does not exist). Since y n < y n k for all n < n k , applying Wald's theorem (renewal theory, e.g. Ross (1970) , p.36), we have:
Let us analyze period n k ?i for i l(k). The expected cost in period n k ?i (using Jensen's inequality) satis es EL n k ?i (x n k ?i ) L n k ?i (Ex n k ?i ); the expectation is taken across values of x. We rst concentrate on the original policy . As Ex n k ?i y n k ?
Ed j > 0 for i l(k); the total cost for the l(k) periods is
where the last inequality follows from the de nition of l(k).
On the other hand, the cost of m during l(k) periods is simply the cost of policy 0 . Similarly, for periods l(k) + 1 to l(k) + m, we produce up-to a level 0, and therefore the penalty incurred does not exceed the penalty for continuing the policy 0 . Also, the inventory is always below the level of the original policy, and therefore the holding costs incurred do not exceed those of the original policy. Thus, the cost of m for periods l(k)+1 to l(k) + m can be bounded by the cost of policy plus the cost of policy 0 . Based on regeneration of 0 (see Lemma A), the expected cost of 0 implemented for n periods can be bound by a linear function, An. But Ed j ))):
As the function is quadratic, it is strictly positive for su ciently large n k , implying that m is less expensive than and so contradicting our initial assumption. 2.
Property 4 For any nite-horizon (n periods) problem consider a policy that produces up-to z i in period i = 1; : : :; n. For all i, the cost of such a policy is convex in z i . Proof: We provide a proof using a sample path argument. Consider a current level z i and period i. If x i + C z i (capacity is fully utilized) or x i > z i , an incremental increase in z i will not cause any change in the cost function. So consider x i z i < x i + C (capacity is not fully used in period i). Let j be the largest j < i such that x j < z j x j + C (or j = 0 if none exists). Recall the labeling of periods: period i is followed by period i ? 1. Notice that j is simply the rst period following i such that a very small increase in x i does not in uence y j (inventory after production). De ne
Notice that is de ned in such a way that an increase of z i by any value 0 < 2 will raise the sample path (in terms of x's and y's) from period i (starting period) to period j + 1 by and will not a ect the sample path in periods j; j ?1; : : :; 1: Therefore, the e ect of increasing z i to z i + (call this operation S1) and the e ect of increasing z i + to z i + 2 (call this operation S2) on the change (not their absolute values) in y's is the same; that is, all the values y i ; : : :; y j+1 increase by and values y j ; : : :; y 1 do not change. Similarly, x i ; : : :; x j+1 will rise by , while x j ; : : :; x 1 will not be a ected. The value of the objective function on a sample path is
, where L(x) = hx + + px ? . Consider any period i k j + 1 (these are the only periods where the cost is a ected due to change in z i ; for the same reason we do not consider periods k > i). Notice that if some x k does not change sign under S1 or S2, the cost change will be the same due to operation S1 and S2 (in each case L will increase by h or decrease by p ). In periods when x changes its sign, either because of S1 or S2, the e ect of change from z i + to z i + 2 (operation S2) will be strictly larger than the change from z i to z i + (operation S1). To see this, with ?2 < x k < 0, de ne x k = x k + 2 (? ; ). Consider rst x k 0. The change in L due to S1 in period k is h x k ? px k while the e ect of S2 is h . Obviously, the e ect of S1 is strictly less than the e ect due to S2. The same is the case if x k 0. This shows that, on any sample path, the incremental changes in cost are non-decreasing. The total cost function can be viewed as integral of cost over the space of all sample paths. As integrating preserves convexity, the property is proved. 2
We note two interesting extensions that may be proved using a similar sample path argument. First, if we force the base-stock level to be the same for all periods (say at z), the nite-horizon cost is a convex function of z. Second, if the order up-to levels depend on the period type, then the nite horizon cost is a convex function of the vector (z 1 ; : : :; z K ).
In nite Horizon: Discounted Model
We now move to the in nite-horizon discounted case. It was natural in the nite-horizon case to label periods as time to the end of the horizon. In the in nite-horizon case, we typically start the process at some point and continue inde nitely. To make the notation more intuitive, starting from this subsection, we will number periods in increasing order:
following period n, we have period n + 1. Federgruen and Zipkin (1986b) showed the next result for the stationary, capacitated case. We can provide a simpler proof as we are able to use results from Bertsekas (1988) by adapting`cyclic stationary' inputs to a general stationary situation by a simple rede nition of state space in the dynamic programming formulation. See Kapusinski and for proofs of the results here.
Theorem 3 Let 0 < < 1 (discounted case). The optimal policy for the in nite-horizon is cyclic up-to level policy. Property 7 Consider 2 systems described in terms of di erent demand distributions: F and G, where F i st G i for i = 1; : : :; K. Then, for in nite-horizon discounted cost (capacitated) problem z l (F) z l (G).
Proof: By easy induction on n, we can show that for a n period capacitated problem, F i st G i for i = 1; : : :; n implies z n (F) z n (G). Since the in nite-horizon optimal cost is a limit of (n cycles ! 1) nite-horizon costs, we can claim z l (F) z l (G). 2 Suppose we can stochastically order the K demand types so that there is a period type with the stochastically smallest demand (say type i 1 ) and another demand type with stochastically largest demand (type i K ). The above property implies that the K optimal levels are bounded below by the minimum of K stationary levels (which corresponds to type i i ) and above by the maximum of the K stationary levels (which corresponds to type i K ).
This bounding result holds under weaker conditions; we see this in section 3.
Average Cost Criterion
This case is the most di cult one to analyze. We need some technical results before the optimality of base-stock policies can be proved. We need to ensure that the levels that identify optimal policies are achievable by the policy. We consider connectivity with respect to each type of inventory, x and y. The x-connectivity will be used to show the existence of an optimal policy for the average cost criteria, while the y-connectivity is used for validating the IPA algorithm.
De nition. Let i; j 2 f1; : : :; Kg, and be an order-up-to policy (described in terms of levels z 1 ; : : :; z K ). We say that period i is y-connected to period j, if P(y nK+j = z j jy i = z i ; ) > 0 for some n with nK + j > i. x-connected is de ned similarly.
De nition. z i is weakly regenerative if 8 > 0, 9 n 1 with Pf jy i+nK ? z i j < jy i = z i g = 1: z i is strongly regenerative if 9 n 1 with Pf y i+nK = z i jy i = z i g = 1:
We de ne
Consider the policy (z) with an order up-to vector z 1 ; : : :z K . Let z max = z i 0 be the maximum among the levels. Denote by (z)(y n ; d n ) the resulting inventory y n+1 when (in period n) the inventory is y n and demand realization were d n (even if P(fd n g) = 0), and policy (z) is applied at the beginning of period n + 1. The intuition is quite simple: we de ne maximal levels possible when starting from z max . Then z max is regenerative i (1) we are able to reach z max again in one cycle and (2) there exists a period where we have \slack" capacity, which can be used to lift the sample path in case it falls belowz levels. A complete proof is in Kapuscinski and Tayur (1995 i is the shortfall when policy 0 = 0] is applied. From Lemma A, ES (0) i < 1 implying ES i < 1. As y i+1 x i + C, the stability of shortfall in terms of inventory after demand (z i ? x i ) also follows easily. 2 
Optimal Policy
Average cost criterion is easy to analyze when either number of states process can take is nite or the one-period cost function is bounded (see Bertsekas (1988) , Ross (1970) ). Federgruen, Schweitzer, Tijms (1983) derived conditions when an optimal policy exists for semi-Markovian process with average cost objective function with denumerable state space and unbounded one-period cost function. These conditions were used in Federgruen, Zipkin (1986b) to derive optimality of up-to policy for capacitated stationary model. We extend it to a cyclical model as follows.
We rst show that any policy can be dominated by a policy that requires reducing (any) backlog and not exceeding some stationary level A . Then we show that among such policies, the up-to policy is optimal. The main structure of our proof is based on results of Federgruen, Schweitzer, Tijms (1983), but the proof that the required conditions are satis ed is shown by a di erent method as compared to Federgruen and Zipkin (1986a) .
Fact 5 If an optimal policy for the problem exists (including possibility of randomized policies), then it has the following form: a) for x ?C, y = x + C. b) there exists A < 1 such that for y A for all y's and for all period types the policy it is better to produce nothing rather than take any other action.
Proof: a) Follows directly from the observation that backlog needs to be satis ed and doing it at the earliest possible time decreases the cost function (replacing future production by current one gives us savings for non-positive states). We can strengthen this by proving that optimal action is to produce at full capacity for x minf y i g ? C, where y i is the minimum of one period cost function, the myopic level for period i. b) Recall Property 3 from section 2.1. We can choose A = lim sup y n , which is nite. 2
Theorem 6 Consider a capacitated system with cyclic discrete demands and linear ordering, penalty, and holding costs. For the average cost criterion, the cyclic up-to policy is optimal.
Proof: De ne the state space by S = f(x; l) : x 2 Z; l = 1; : : :; Kg. x corresponds to inventory before production (backlog when negative), and l is period type. Obviously the state space is denumerable. The transition probabilities p (x 1 ;l 1 );(x 2 ;l 2 ) (a), (where a is the action taken) are positive only for l 2 = l 1 + 1 (modulo K). We de ne a space of policies considered (F) as policies (possibly randomized) such that for all x < ?C we produce at full capacity, and for all states x A we do not produce at all and for all x > A ? C we do not produce more than A ? x. From Fact 5 above, any policy is dominated by a policy in F, and therefore nding the optimal policy is equivalent to nding an optimal policy in F.
We will verify that conditions 1 to 5 in Federgruen, Schweitzer, Tijms (1983) hold. (We do not restate them here because of the new notation required.) To do that, we de ne a nite set K that will satisfy the above required conditions: K= f?C; : : :; A g f1; : : :; Kg.
Assumptions 1 and 4 are satis ed by de nition for all Markov chains; so they are satis ed in our setting. Assumption 3 requires that the one-period function is bounded from below. This is trivially true as all cost functions are non-negative. Assumption 2a requires that the expected time and cost from any state (x; l) till the rst visit to K is nite, while assumption 2b requires that for any two states that are recurrent and are in K, there exists a policy in F such that second state can be reached from the rst one. The nal assumption (Assumption 5) is su cient for the proof that a solution to the above set of equations is the optimal policy. Let us justify why assumptions 2 and 5 (each composed of two parts, rst related to time and second related to cost) are satis ed. Consider any x n 0 in period n 0 and the corresponding y n 0 . As (for any n) y n 2 f0; : : :; A g implies x n 2 f?C; : : :; A g, the time for x n to reach K can be bounded by time y n reaches f0; : : :; A g. We consider the following cases.
(i) If y n 0 2 f0; : : :; A g, then based on Lemma A, the expected time to reach K is nite and the expected cost is bounded by a multiple of expected time and expected cost per period.
(ii) If y n 0 < 0 then using Wald's theorem (Ross (1970) With positive probability demand will be 0 for one full cycle and therefore (x 2 ; l 2 ) will be reached. Obviously, as we have not assumed anything about x 2 , all states with x 2 2 < 0; A > can be reached. The idea of the general proof is to adjust our policy when minimal demands are not zero.
We use a simple compensation by allowing production to a higher level ( r l is simply equal to the constant level x 2 unless level x 2 is transient for given period type l, in which case r l is the supremum of non-transient levels. Notice that if in any period type l level x = r l is reached, then with positive probability (i.e. when each of the demands is at its lowest feasible value) the inventory x will be at appropriate r l levels for the next (K ? 1) periods. If x < minfr l g (and therefore x < x 2 ) then with positive probability in each period inventory x will`climb' by C ? D l ? until it matches one of the r l 's. Although the value of C ? D l ? can be negative, during the cycle the sum over l has a strictly positive value. It is easy to see that we will not go above level r l , once we are at level r l or below. On the other hand, if x > r l then we will not produce at all as long as the current period demand does not bring us down to level r l+1 or below. Thus (i) from above r l , we will be brought below the r l level, while (ii) from (strictly) below r l , we will reach level r l with positive probability, and (iii) when at r l level we will remain at the appropriate y l level for next K ? 1 periods with positive probability. Therefore we will reach (x 2 ; l 2 ).
Assumption 5 requires that for any x, the sum of expected time and the sum of expected costs of getting from any state to set K be nite. This can be satis ed based on the existence of higher moments of demand. Notice that if T(x) is the expected time to reach K, then the sum of expected times to reach K is bounded by T(x) 2 . The sum of costs on the path until K is reached can be bounded by hjxjET(x)+pCE(T(x)) 2 . Therefore, the existence of ET(x) 2 is su cient for justifying assumption 5. To show that ET(x) 2 < 1, we follow the same reasoning as in justifying assumption 2a and use Lemma A (appendix): If P K i=1 Ed 6 i < 1, then together with P K i=1 Ed i < KC, we have P T(x)?1 i=1 t i (x i ) < 1 for any starting inventory x, and P T(x)?1 i=1 C i (x i ) < 1. Here t i (x i ) is the expected time to the rst passage to K and C i (x i ) is the expected (cumulative) cost until the rst passage to K. 2 
Simulation Based Optimization
Obtaining exact analytical solutions is di cult. Even the case of exponential demands with constant base-stock levels across periods appears di cult. In fact, even asymptotic analysis (as p ! 1) with exponential demands and constant base stock levels is not straightforward.
While dynamic programming (DP) techniques are used to provide proofs of optimality of policies, computing the parameters when the class of policies is known appears more computationally tractable using simulation based optimization. (The example in section 2.1 were obtained via DP, but with larger demand support DP was not computationally e ective.) We will use In nitesimal Perturbation Analysis (IPA) to obtain gradient estimates. The method we follow is similar to that in Tayur (1994, 1995a ).
As we remarked after Lemma 1, from the convexity of J n , I n , v n we obtain the continuity of these functions. One-sided derivatives exist for all points. We will be dealing with right derivatives in this section.
Simulation and Derivative Recursions
We start with the simulation recursions. Di erentiating them provide us with derivative recursions. In a nite-horizon setting, showing Lipschitz continuity of cost with respect to the base-stock levels validates these derivative estimates. In an in nite-horizon average cost setting, we show Harris recurrence and regeneration of the shortfall process, thus validating the derivative estimates.
Let z 1 ; : : :; z K be the base-stock levels. As before, let z max be the maximum among these z i . For convenience, we will assume that this is unique, and let m denote the index (z m = z max ). Each period has the following sequence: (1) production follows the modi ed base-stock policy; (2) demand occurs; (3) costs are incurred (either holding or penalty) after demand. Let n denote the period index and let I n be the inventory level in period n after production. Let S n represent the shortfall in period n, the di erence between z max and I n . I represents the indicator function.
Start the system with S 0 = z max ? z 1 . Let n i denote the demand type period n; so 1 n i K, for all n. Let n represent z max ? z n i . We have the following recursion: S n+1 = S n + d n if S n + d n < n max(S n + d n ? C; n ) otherwise: Di erentiating with respect to some z i with z i < z max :
S 0 n+1 = S 0 n if S n + d n < n S 0 n if S n + d n ? C > n ?I(i = (n i + 1) mod K); otherwise: The derivative of S n with respect to z max is computed similarly. The cost in period n is 
Numerical Results and Insights
We numerically study our model to gain sharper insights into (1) the interactions between periodic demand (and its variance) and capacity; (2) the e ect of tightening the capacity available; (3) the e ect of changing capacity according to period type; (4) the e ect of enforcing a constant base stock level inspite of demand periodicity; (5) the e ect of high penalty cost and (6) the relationship between costs and service. By obtaining a good understanding of these issues, we will be able to manage these systems more e ectively.
We optimized a number of scenarios with di erent number of period-types K (from 2 to 6), di erent capacities, di erent costs, and two types of distributions (modi ed Normal and Erlang) with di erent parameters.
Study Details. The main parameters that need to be chosen in implementation are: the starting point, the step size along the improvement direction, the length of the simulation, and the stopping criteria. After a pilot testing of several options, we found the following criteria satisfactory. For starting points we use the stationary optimal point z i for period type i developed in Tayur (1993) . We start with a step size equal to (number of products) (20% of capacity) 1 and decrease it by using a constant multiplier every time the cost function does not decrease for number of iterations (we use 16 iterations) or the type-1 service level (de ned below) oscillates back and forth (4 times). The (default) run length is 40; 000 with 500 periods initialization. We stop when absolute sum of gradient components is less than 0:001*(number of period types) or when we reach 300 iterations (whichever is rst). The time to nd a stationary level via simulation was below a minute (typically around 10-15 seconds) and time to nd the optimal vector was a few minutes (typically not more than 3 minutes for exponential and normal distributions) on SPARC 20. For Erlang distribution the running time increased proportionally with the variance parameter. We found that the starting point did not have any in uence on the solution (as long as, using the initial step-size, the optimal point could be reached within less than half of the maximum number of iterations). The stopping criteria can be relaxed as we typically observed stabilization of the results after rst 50 ? 100 iterations. We found that as the utilization increased or the penalty cost became higher (resulting in optimal values that were large multiples of capacity) the results deteriorated, i.e. the algorithm stopped with the objective function was very close to optimal, but the solution itself not-necessarily close to the actual optimal point. Therefore, as a heuristic, if the stationary level exceeded 4 times capacity, we increased the number of periods in the simulation to 100; 000, and when the stationary level exceeded 8 times capacity, we increased the number of periods to 200; 000. This required approximately 15 minutes of total running time for exponential distribution. We conducted all our experiments with both Normal and Erlang distributions. For normal distributions we used a modi ed (`truncated') normal, where all the negative demand was replaced with demand equal 0. As such modi cation changes the mean and standard deviation, we preprocessed the data. For example, when we report the use of normal distribution with = 10 and = 10, we actually used normal distribution with = 7:810026 and = 12:945827, which results in a distribution with desired values (after modi cation).
Insights. Tables 2-6 and Figures 1-3 Table 2 : E ect of capacity on cost ratio (R) between constant z and optimal z's and di erence between z max and z min . p = 40 and h = 10. K = 2.
with decreased capacity, the up-to levels increase (Figures 1, 2 , and Tables 2 and  3) ; and with increased variance of demand, the up-to levels increase (Table 4 ). 2. E ect of capacity and range of demands on`smoothing'. By smoothing, we mean that values z i are a ected by demands and capacity of period j 6 = i. The di erence between z max and z min is lower as compared to the di erence between the maximum and the minimum of K independent stationary capacitated models; so some higher levels are brought down and some lower levels are lifted up. We have two types of smoothing working in opposite directions: a) in anticipation of high demand, some levels are lifted up, and b) in anticipation of low demand other levels are decreased. The second type was described in Karlin (1960a) and Zipkin (1989) in the uncapacitated setting. The rst one is induced by nite capacity, and the second by the holding cost.
At times there are changes in the ordering of the levels as capacity decreases. Figure   1 with K = 6 also shows that the e ect of anticipation of future demand propagates on more period-types; so the levels start rising. At high capacities, z 6 is the lowest (minimum) among the levels and z 1 > z 2 : : : > z 6 in line with the demands. As capacity is reduced, z 6 climbs above z 5 , and as capacity is further reduced, z 5 climbs above z 4 , thus showing that the smoothing has propagated two periods. Although demand in period 6 is higher than period 5, at high capacities, z 6 is lower than z 5 (because period 1 demand is low) and this is maintained for some range of capacities (holding cost smoothing). Figure 2 also shows how local minima (z 4 ) disappears as a result of decreased capacity in a system with K = 6. In all examples, we found that although the di erences between levels do not disappear, the levels increase and relative ratios get closer to 1 as capacity decreases. 3. Constant base-stock versus optimal (period wise) base-stock. We compare the cost of Table 3 : E ect of capacity on cost ratio (R) between constant z and optimal z's and di erence between z max and z min . p = 40 and h = 10. K = 3. Tables 2 and 3 . Not surprisingly, the optimal constant z lies between the minimum and the maximum optimal base stock levels When capacity is tight, the cost ratio (say R) becomes close to 1. We note that in some cases the di erence z max ?z min rst increases and then decreases as capacity decreases (Table 2) , while in other cases it only increases with capacity (Table 3) . Even in cases where z max ?z min of optimal policy increases as capacity decreases, R monotonely decreases to 1. One explanation is the fact that the cost function is relatively at around the optimum (see item 8 below), and more so as the capacity becomes tighter.
The e ect of variance on R is as follows. Table 4 shows that R is close to 1 in most cases. A case when the cost ratio is large has two small but di erent variances (example: N(70; 1); N(70; 10 2 )). With increase in variance the levels increase and the ratio of costs goes to 1. We can also show that even with signi cantly di erent means, the ratio of costs goes to 1 when at least one of the variances is high. 4. Changing capacity with periods according to period type. Rather than remain constant, capacity can vary according to period type. (The cost is still a convex function of (z 1 ; : : :; z K ) and the optimal policy is still order up-to. The simulation based method remains valid and the recursions can be easily adapted.) Table 5 (clockwise from top left) considers several capacity allocations for four situations each with K = 2: (i) both period types have low variance; (ii) period with lower mean has a high variance; (iii) period with higher mean has a high variance; (iv) both periods have high variance. We are able to test if two natural alternatives to constant capacity (with the same total capacity KC in a cycle) { (a) proportional to mean demand and (b) proportional to (mean + constant standard deviation) of demand { do well.
We note from our experiments that the optimal spread of total capacity among periods is not a simple function of mean demand alone and quite often not one based on variance either. Typically the spread proportional to mean demands did well only in small-variance cases, but in these cases nearly all spreads did well. In case of high variance a proportional (based on mean and variance) spread did much better than one based on mean alone, but surprisingly it was possible to nd cases when it was optimal to allocate more to a period type with a demand having both a smaller mean and a smaller variance. For example, in Table 5 (case (iii)) an allocation of 100 to period 1 and 80 to period 2 is found to be the best. We think that in these cases there is typically su cient capacity in low demand period to raise the inventory to optimal level in higher demand period, but the e ect of a surge in demand in high demand period can be repaired faster when a little bit more capacity is assigned to low demand period. This is seen very clearly in the following example: let K = 4 with demands with means and variances equal to (20, 1) , (20, 1) , (90, 50), (20, 1) respectively. We nd that the optimal capacity allocation is (22, 22, 93, 143 Obviously larger di erences in means and variances caused relatively larger di erences in up-to levels, but this e ect was small over a range of penalty costs. As seen in Figure 3 , for most part, the levels rise in parallel. Furthermore, in all our experiments, the ordering of the levels did not change as a function of p (unlike item 2 above). We also noticed that the di erence between the maximum and the minimum levels at optimality was bounded by C for K = 2 as we increased p. Property 12 below provides an explanation. 7. Mean utilization vs. Variance. In Figure 3 note also that as penalty cost is increased, the optimal up-to levels of low variance system with high utilization increase faster than in a system with high variance and lower utilization. This indicates that the rate of increase of base-stock levels depends on both the variance and excess capacity. 8. Cost Sensitivity. Cost is not very sensitive to the up-to levels around the optimum (Table 6 ). This was noticed in the stationary multi-stage system studied in Glasserman and Tayur (1995a) also.
We conclude this section with the following result.
Property 12 For a system with K = 2, lim sup p!1 (z 1 (p) ? z 2 (p)) C.
Proof: Let z 1 (p); z 2 (p) be the optimal up-to levels if the penalty cost is p. With p ! 1, max(z 1 (p); z 2 (p)) ! 1 whenever cumulative demand in a cycle can exceed KC. We will assume that this is the case here; so Prob f P K i=1 d i > KCg > 0. We also assume that the demand distributions are absolutely continuous with support on (0; 1). Choose a sequence of p's such that z 1 (p) z 2 (p). (The other case is exactly the same. However, recall that we z1 z2 z3 Cost % above optimal E ect of 30% changes 30% 0% 0% 1369.8 0.319% 0% 30% 0% 1373.6 0.604% 0% 0% 30% 1385. 4 1.465% 30% 30% 30% 1412. 4 3.445% -30% 0% 0% 1438. 4 5.346% 0% -30% 0% 1373.1 0.561% 0% 0% -30% 1406. 3 2.994% -30% -30% -30% 1444. 6 5.802% A period that is either initiated by or is a follower of z i is a ected by z i (and not by z j , j 6 = i). Period type 2 can be a ected by z 1 and vice versa. Now consider only periods a ected by z 1 . They consist of disjoint intervals starting and ending with a period type 1 (call them z 1 intervals), and are separated by disjoint intervals consisting of periods a ected by z 2 (called z 2 intervals). Denote the distribution of shortfall (from z i ) in periods a ected by z i by F i and let F be the convex combination of F i (z i ) weighted according to the proportion that is a ected by z i . (F is a number.) Note that shortfall in periods a ected by z 1 is always positive, while shortfall in periods a ected by z 2 can go as low as z 2 ? z 1 .
Among z 1 intervals, let us consider those that have negative inventory in at least one period. Let fraction of such intervals among all z 1 intervals be e 1 . Let l 1 be expected length of such intervals, and let n 1 be expected number of negative periods in such z 1 intervals. Similarly we de ne e 2 , l 2 , and n 2 . Let us denote e i n i =l i by r i . It is easy to verify that for any value of penalty p, the levels z 1 (p) and z 2 (p) satisfy the following relation: the expected ratio of periods with negative values of inventory within z i intervals, e i n i =l i = h=(p + h).
(This should explain the connection between Type-1 service and costs in item 5 above.)
We consider a restricted system where z 2 := z 1 ? C. Notice, that changing the value of z 1 (while keeping z 2 = z 1 ? C), the distribution of shortfall does not change. Thus, the periods continue to be a ected by the same z i (i = 1; 2) whatever be the value of z 1 . For a given p, we nd z 1 (p); z 2 (p) that is optimal (minimizes average cost) for this restricted system. Thus, F 1 (z 1 (p)) = 1 ? e 1 n 1 =l 1 and F = p p+h .
Consider a speci c z 1 interval initiated in period i 0 and a sequence of demands starting at that point. Call this the original path. Let us consider a modi ed path starting from period i 0 ? 1, and let period i 0 ? 1 initiate a z 2 interval. Notice that the probability that a given sequence of demands starting in the rst period of z 1 interval of the original path is the same as a sequence which starts in the second period of z 2 interval in the modi ed path. We make the following observations.
1. For all periods the modi ed path will be at or below (inventory wise) the original path.
2. The z 2 interval in the modi ed path will continue for at least as long as the z 1 interval in the original path. So the z 2 interval in the modi ed path can be thought of as having two pieces, the rst piece having a length of (1 + length of z 1 interval of original path). 3. The number of negative periods in the rst piece of the modi ed path is at least as large as those on original path. 4. At the end of the rst piece of the modi ed path, the inventory on the modi ed path will be below or equal to z 2 . This implies that for the reminder of the z 2 interval on the modi ed path, the expected portion of periods with negative inventory will be equal at least the general expected portion of negative intervals (r 2 ). Therefore, the expected ratio of periods with negative inventory for intervals a ected by z 2 , namely r 2 , satis es: r 2 e 1 n 1 =(l 1 + 1). We use l 1 + 1 because the z 2 interval started one period before the z 1 interval did.
Let us return to the optimal levels to our restricted system at some value of p. We consider two cases. 
Summary
In this paper, we have studied a capacitated production-inventory system with stochastic periodic demand and found that base-stock policy is optimal for the nite-horizon, the discounted in nite-horizon and the in nite-horizon average cost criteria. We have proved several properties of the optimal policy. We have justi ed a simulation based optimization procedure to compute the optimal parameters. We have also numerically studied several issues related to managing these systems that provide useful insights.
A A Technical Lemma
Lemma A. Consider the policy 0] (produce up-to 0). Let P K i=1 Ed i < KC and E(d i ) 2k+2 < 1 for a certain k 1 and for all i = 1; : : :; K. Consider a point process de ned by points i, for which y i = 0 (no backlog of previous demands). Let N be a random variable equal to time between two consecutive points of this point process. Then for any starting period-type:
(a) E(N k ) < 1 (b) E(jy i j k ) < 1 and E(jx i j k ) < 1 (c) If 0 < < 1 then E( P 1 n=0 jy n j k n ); E( P 1 n=0 jx n j k n ) < 1 for any x 0 . To estimate E(Z n ) let us de ne T 0 = 0 and T n+1 = T n +d n+1 ?C for n 1. T is uncensored random walk as compared to Y , which is absorbed at 0. First, E(Z n ) = P(Y 1 ; : : :; Y n > 0) P(T n > 0). From Tchebyshev's inequality for 2k + 2, E(T n ? ET n ) 2k+2 (ET n ) 2k+2 P(T n 0) + P(T n 2ET n )] (ET n ) 2k+2 P(T n 0):
We now bound the other side. Note that E(T n ? ET n ) 2k+2 = E( n X i=1 (d i ? Ed i )) 2k+2 :
Let us consider rst n = mK and let E i = P (i+1)K j=iK+1 (d j ? Ed j ). All E i 's are independent and identically distributed. As E(E i ) = 0, only the components with all powers 0 or greater than 2 will be present in E( P m i+1 E i ) 2k+2 . Therefore, all of these components are of the form i 1 : : : is , where i 1 + : : :+ i s = 2k + 2, i j 6 = 1, and i j = E(E 1 ) i j . which is a polynomial of degree k + 1 (in n). ( We can look at this problem as allocation of 2k + 2 balls to n drawers in such a way that there is never just 1 ball in a drawer. Notice that:
-At most k + 1 of all drawers have any balls -Given there are l k + 1 non-empty drawers, they can be located in n l ! ways -After putting 2 balls in each of the chosen drawers, we can allocate the remaining (2k + 2 ? 2l) balls into chosen l drawers. We can do it in (2k + 2 ? 2l) + (l) ? 1 (l) we get that P(T n > 0) is bounded by a constant divided by n k+1 . When n = mK + i (where 1 i < K), we have E(T n ? ET n ) 2k+2 = E((T mK ? ET mK ) + (V ? EV )) 2k+2 ; where V = P i l=1 d l ? iC. The fact that E(T mK ? ET mK ) 2k+2 is bounded by a polynomial of degree (k +1) implies that a polynomial of degree (k +1) bounds jE(T mK ?ET mK ) 2k+1 j.
Thus Because (for any i) EV is constant, (E(T mK + V )) 2k+2 is a polynomial of degree (2k + 2). Therefore, for all n, P(T n > 0) < B=(n k+1 ), implying that (c) Let us notice rst that if x n > 0 (x n < 0), then by the arguments of part (a), the expected time until y = 0 is nite and therefore the cost consisting of only holding (penalty) cost during that period is nite. If n 0 = 0 and (n 0 <)n 1 < : : : < n s are the points for which y n = 0, then E( 
